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Android 9 pie screenshot

To take a screenshot on most phones, I would use the power + volume down button combo. For a brief moment, you can even use Google Now on Tap to take screenshots without these hardware buttons, but Google Assistant eventually removed the functionality. Now, the easiest screenshots come back with Android 9.0 Pie.Yes, you can still use the
combination of power + volume buttons to take a screenshot as you normally would in Android stock, but it looks much slower than it should be and, if you're like me, it's not easy to turn it on every time. Fortunately, on Android Pie, all you have to do is open the power menu and tap Screenshot. yes, it's so easy. To explain it in a little more detail, press and
hold the power button until the power menu appears, and then tap the Screenshot option. When you do this, the power menu will disappear and the screenshot will be taken. Then, you will get the Screenshot notification saved as normal which now includes an option to Edit the screenshot immediately. So, while Google replaced the Google Now software
shortcut for screenshots with the Google Assistant, they included a similar shortcut feature on Android Pie to fill the hole, and I have to tell you... I'm never using the volume button shortcut + power again (unless it's take a screenshot of the present power menu, of course). Don't miss: Android 9.0 Pie Finally lets you edit screenshots – Here's how it works to
keep your connection secure without a monthly bill. Get a lifetime subscription to VPN Unlimited for all your devices with a one-time purchase of the new Gadget Hack Store and watch Hulu or Netflix without regional restrictions, increase security when browsing public networks, and more. Buy Now (80% Off) &gt; Cover Image and Screenshots of Justin
Meyers/Gadget Hacks Taking a Screenshot on an Android Device May Vary Depending on the model you're using. This is your choice if you take the screenshots using a third-party app or button combinations. With Android Pie, there are two options when it comes to taking screenshots. There's the traditional way and a new way you'll only find on Android
Pie.How to Take a Screenshot in Android Pie: The traditional wayno surprise here when you take a screenshot the old-way on Android Pie. The buttons you'll need to press are the volume down and power button. Be sure to press these two buttons at the same time. If the screenshot was successful, you will see a preview of the screenshot in a small circle
with editing options. New screenshot method in the new Android piewith pie screenshot method, you just need to press one button: the power button. you should press the power button, you should see an option to take a screenshot. Select it and you should take the screenshot. How to edit screenshots on Android PieSi just want to do some basic editing in
the screenshot, you don't need to install a third-party app for it. After taking the screenshot, you will see options for sharing, sharing, or delete it. Tap the edit option to cut or draw in the screenshot. To crop the screenshot, drag the corners of the grip so that there is only the desired part of the image. It is also possible to draw in the screenshot. There are
several types of pens to choose from. There are five options when it comes to how thick you want the pen to be. Add some color to your screenshot and choose from colors like red, orange, purple, and more. To clear what you have drawn in the screenshot, simply press the back arrow. ConclusionAndroid Pie comes with lots of new features, and as for the
screenshots, you have a new way to take one. Editing options may not be the best, but there are plenty of third-party apps that will help you with that. How would you improve the built-in screenshot option in Android Pie? Share your ideas with me in the comments below. Taking screenshots on Android-backed devices has always been fairly straightforward.
As for how users take screenshots, very little has changed over the years. That's until Android Pie launched this past summer. Now, users have an additional method to take a screenshot, directly from the power menu. The rollout of Android Pie also brought with it the feature to edit screenshots on the go, without having to open the image in Google Photos
or some other image editing apps. Users can trim, highlight, and mark or draw in screenshots with a few taps. This is tremendously useful for times when a specific item or section of the screen requires attention. In the following VisiHow tutorial, we will demonstrate how to take, edit, and share screenshots on Android 9 (Pie). For this guide, we used a Google
Pixel. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2 3 4 Image: GoogleAndroid 9 Pie is over and now targets Pixel devices, with phones that were part of the next online Android P beta program. Whether you've been tracking the development of the operating system for the past six months, or are completely new to it, here are some of the cool tricks that are now possible on Android
devices.1) Optimize battery usageScreenshot: GizmodoLet Android intelligently manages battery usage using Settings, Battery and Adaptive Battery, and apps that are considered less important are shunned in the background. Notifications of them may be delayed, but they will use less battery juice and the system should be smarter over time. Battery saver
is still here too, because when the battery gets really low.2) Let Android set the brightnessScreenshot: GizmodoOther fancy features on Android 9 Pie that supposedly improves over time is Brightness which you can find in the Settings Display menu. Android takes into account the app you're running and ambient light levels to set screen brightness
automatically, which saves you constantly fiddling with the slider yourself into something like a video app.3) Dive directly into the IScreenshot apps part: GizmodoNew on Android 9 Pie are app actions, custom custom within apps that predict what you want to do next, based on your context based on Google. Expect to see a link to map navigation if you're
about to go out to work or a shortcut to Spotify if you've just plugd in a pair of headphones. To see them, open the Android.4 app drawer) Dive directly into part IIImage apps : GoogleSimilar in App Actions, but it's not the same are Slices, which aren't yet available on Android 9 Pie: they'll be out later this fall says Google. These are app shortcuts that appear in
the results every time you search for something on your phone, so if you search for Lyft, for example, you might see some quick links to sort a trip home or to work.5) Take screenshots fasterScreenshot: GizmodoThe old combination of Download + Power buttons still works to take a screenshot on your Android 9 Pie device , but you can also press for a long
time on Power and tap Screenshot Makes it faster to take screenshots with one hand, and you can tap Edit in notification to add annotations after.6) Move more easilyScreenshot: GizmodoAndroid 9 Pie adopts an X-style navigation system plus iPhone by scratching the Overview button (square) and adding more sliders : Swipe up at home to see recently
used apps, then swipe up again for app drawer. You can edit some of these options, depending on your phone's model, by going to Settings, System and Gestures.7) Rotate your screen in a snapScreenshot: GizmodoThe usual screen rotation lock controls are still present and correct on Android 9 Pie, but the operating system gives you a good quick choice
to switch between vertical and landscape on demand when you need it. If you change the orientation and the screen is locked, you'll see a small Rotate button in the corner where the Overview button used to be.8) Adjust the media volume quickScreenshot: GizmodoVideo, music and social apps tend to blame audio when you don't necessarily want them to
be and mute them is faster on Android 9 Pie. Just tap once on the Volume Down button, then tap the music notes symbol to mute the media. Tap the gear icon below and you can adjust the volumes for alarms, calls, media playback, and so on.9) Mute repetitive notificationsScreenshot: GizmodoAndroid 9 Pie will recognize when you discard many
notifications from the same app and ask you if you want to mute or continue to view them. To retrieve an app that you've previously muted, open Settings, then tap Apps &amp; notifications &amp; notifications: You can see how many alerts each app sent and Pop-ups on or off as needed.10) Make your phone less of a distractionScreenshot: GizmodoThe Do
Not Disturb mode gets an update to Android 9 Pie: in addition to muting incoming alerts, as it always has , it can now also hide pop-up notifications, so your phone won't light up or show anything in the status bar (except for critical phone alerts). To configure all this custom behavior likes, open to Settings then choose Sound and Don't Disturb.11) Set limits to
your screen timeImage: GoogleGoogle Digital Wellness suite of tools, such as Hacks, is still on stage soon, although Pixel owners can introduce a beta program here. Digital wellness appears as a new option in Settings, and then you can see which apps you're spending the most time on and set limits for if you want. These limits can be easily disabled
again, but it's a thing.12) Wind down at nightImage: GoogleOther parts of the next digital wellness suite is a feature google is calling Wind Down, which uses some tricks to get you to go to sleep and don't stay on the phone. Set bedtime and, as time approaches, Android gets gray on the screen, turn on a blue light filter and turn on Do Not Disturb. When you
wake up, all these changes are reversed. Invested.
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